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Abstract. Scalar and vector mathematical identities involving an integral of singularities distributed over a surface
and sometimes over a field can be employed to define field values of a quantity of interest. As the volume excluding
the singular point from the field tends to zero, the field value is derived. The expressions that result become singular
as the point of interest in the field approaches the boundary. Derivation of limiting integral expressions as the field
point tends to the surface having a distribution of first and second degree singularities is the main task reported.
The limiting expressions for vector values require evaluation as generalized Cauchy Principal-Value Integrals for
which some aspect of symmetry in a local region excluding the singularity is required. A contribution from the
integral over the local region doubles the value of the identities at a point on the boundary. For a doublet
distribution, a singular term arises from the local-region integration that cancels a similar singularity in the integral
over the remaining surface. This local contribution for doublets depends explicitly upon the shape of the local
region as well as non-orthogonality of the surface coordinate axes. The resulting expressions for surface integrals
reproduce known relations for line integrals in two-dimensional fields.

1. Introduction

Two identities are frequently employed to construct solutions for problems in mathematical
physics:

* Green's [10] Third Identity for a scalar (or vector if the gradient of the scalar be taken)
field and

* an equation for a vector field that has its antecedents in Stokes' [27] definition of a scalar
and vector potential as well as the Maxwell Equations [19] (see also [23], [24] and [5]).

A value of the dependent variable of interest at a point within the field may be constructed
in terms of integrals over the surfaces bounding the field as well as over the volume. Often
(e.g., for potential flow of an incompressible fluid) the field value is obtained from the
integrals over only the bounding surface since equations governing the field give zero values
for the weight functions within the volume integrals. For other problems, e.g., the no-slip
boundary condition for viscous flow, there is a zero value to the weight function in the
surface integral. Considerable literature exists for formulating such solutions for scalar fields
when the field point is away from the bounding surfaces (see e.g., [10], [14], [17], [23] and
[28]). In general the resulting integrals are well behaved for field points in the volume away
from the bounding surface.

To apply boundary conditions or compute certain values of interest on the boundary,
limiting forms of the integrals must be derived. The integrand becomes explicitly singular if
the field point were set to a point on the boundary. Mangler [18] defines two formalisms that
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may be employed to find the limiting expressions for integrals having an integrand that is
singular at a point r within or on the domain of integration:

(a) let a field point outside the domain tend to the point ro within or on the domain, e.g.,

I*(r) = lim I(r) = lim[ID G(r, s) das ] = lim [I(ro + e)] (1)

where I(r) is the integral of G(r, s), G(r, s) is singular at r = r, a point within or on the
domain of integration D, and r = r + e is a point away from the domain of integration
(in the present application r is off a surface or line). We assume that the limit I* (r0 ) as r -* ro
is equal to a value known or specified on the boundary, I(ro), and do not again call attention
to the distinction between I* (ro) and I(r0).

(b) let the point r be set to r within the domain of integration but exclude a local region
about the singular point from the domain, leaving a region of integration D*, and take the
limit as the excluded region tends to zero (i.e., D becomes an exhaustive extension of D*):

D [ I(2)
I(ro) = l G [ G(r , s) da~1l (2)

where D* may be only locally different from D.

Either of these formalisms for evaluating the integral involve tedious calculations. Examples
of approach (b) are the Cauchy integrals in complex-variable analysis, the analysis of
Mangler [18], as well as the approach necessary to derive the field values described in the
previous paragraph (e.g., [10], [14], [28]). Examples of(a) are in Kellogg [14], MacMillan [17],
Mangler [18], and Brockett [5]. Both MacMillan and Kellogg consider a subdivision of a
surface (with curvature) into a region cut out by a right circular cylinder aligned with the
normal to the surface at the singular point plus the remaining surface. MacMillan [17] is
concerned with defining limiting forms that exist as a classical improper integral (e.g., [13]):

(1) determination of the limiting value of the integral as an arbitrary area surrounding the
field point tends to zero, and

(2) there be a unique value of the limit as the area of the small region tends to zero.

With a surface subdivision as just defined, MacMillan finds that for a scalar potential
involving a distribution of first- or second-degree (') singularities (e.g., sources, simple, or
single-layer distributions and doublet, magnetic shell, or double distributions) over the
surface, an improper integral is appropriately derived. MacMillan shows that derivatives of
the source and doublet distributions at points on the surface have no "definite meaning"
([17], pp. 155, 174) in the classical improper sense. Kellogg [14] takes the local area to be a
near circle, and finds (p. 162) that derivatives of source distributions uniformly approach
limits on the boundary, but (p. 168) "does not assert the existence of a limit for the normal
derivative" of a doublet distribution.

I') The degree of singularity in the denominator of the integrand as a field point approaches the boundary is defined
for two-dimensional fields. The integrand for a surface integral appropriate for a three-dimensional field is
increasingly singular by one (that is reduced when integrated over one direction). Specifically source and vortex
distributions yield a first-degree singularity and a doublet distribution yields a second-degree singular integral.
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The existence of integrals based on only the classical improper criteria is overly restrictive
from a practical standpoint, i.e., the mathematically-modeled quantity of interest is expected
to exist and generally to be unique on the boundary and the limiting form of the mathemati-
cal model should also exist. This viewpoint is to be contrasted with a situation for which an
integral is prescribed with a singularity present and the question is one of appropriate
evaluation. The approach presented herein is predominately as previously defined in a): to
find the limit as a field point tends to a point on the boundary and the integrand becomes
singular, but an exhaustive extension of an excluded region is also treated for a special case.
In addition to defining a singular integral, a local contribution is obtained. This local
contribution is overlooked in some texts on wing theory (e.g., [2], p. 132, and Robinson and
Laurmann [25] who, p. 234, unnecessarily, and without discussion of practicality, state a
limit as a combined spanwise and chordwise Cauchy Principal Value Integral but do not
explicitly develop the limit). The development of limiting forms that proceeds from a
subdivision of the bounding surface into a local region that is symmetrical about the singular
point plus the remaining surface, then evaluating the limit, first as the field point tends to
the surface point and second as the area of the symmetrical region tends to zero, defines a
generalized Cauchy Principal Value Integral (CPVI), as opposed to the improper integral
often examined in the mathematical literature. Of course, both improper and conventional
integrals exist as a CPVI, but not the converse. The preliminary ideas of these more
restrictive limiting forms are contained in Hadamard's [11] definition of the finite part of a
divergent integral and are refined in the considerations of Muskhilishvili [21] and Mangler
[18] who present consideration of the singular forms as Cauchy Principal Value Integrals for
two-dimensional fields. Mangler also examines higher-degree singularities.

Glauert [9] uses a cosine transformation for the independent variable and presents an
analytic evaluation of the first-degree singular integral useful in numerical analysis of
two-dimensional problems. Efficient numerical analysis schemes for a distribution of first-
degree singularities along a curve in a two-dimensional field have been presented based on
the Glauert Integral (see, e.g., [22], [29], and [5]) or a polynomial approximation to the
numerator of the one-dimensional CPVI with integer exponent n, or square root behavior,
n - , at the ends (e.g., [1] and [15]). Brockett's code [5] evaluates second-degree singularity
distributions along a line. Numerical procedures for a planar distribution of first-degree
singularities in two- and three-dimensional fields have been proposed with symmetric pairing
of the nodes about the singular point or line (see, e.g., respectively, [20] and [26]). Other
approaches have been to desingularize the integral (e.g., [16], [6], and [3]). Our concern here
is not specifically with this important task of numerical analysis of the equations but with
the form of the integral in two-dimensional and three-dimensional space as the field point
tends to the bounding surface (hence producing a one-dimensional or two-dimensional
surface integral) for which numerical analysis may be required.

The extensive work by investigators such as Mangler [18] and Muskhelishvili [21] has been
addressed to two-dimensional fields. The restricted work of Kellogg [14] and MacMillan [17]
described previously contains an examination of the limiting form of surface integrals for a
three-dimensional field resulting from distributions of source- and doublet-potential sin-
gularities over a surface with curvature. More recently, for vector fields limiting forms of
integrals have been given by Ebihara ([8], p. 4 & 6) for source and vortex distributions and
Brockett ([4], pp. 26-27) for velocity components from a doublet distribution. The singular-
ity strenths and geometry are assumed to be continuous to as high an order as required
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Fig. 1. Schematic of integration regions for limiting forms of singular integrals.

(i.e., be expandable in a Taylor Series about the singular point). Both found it necessary to
evaluate the limiting forms as Cauchy Principal Value Integrals. Ebihara [8] gave no clear
definition of the meaning of such requirements. Brockett [4] states symmetry of the local
region about the singular point is required and defines the effect of the shape of the local
region about the singular point for second-degree singularities, but does not consider surface
curvature or non-orthogonal coordinate systems in his analysis. In [17, 4], mean values are
defined for a point on a sheet of discontinuity in the field.

In the present work, one of our major concerns is the derivation of limiting forms of the
integrals when the general field point tends to a point r on the surface S. The surface is
divided into a local region about the singular point that we call 5 (ro, E) where e characterizes
the area of the local region, and the remaining surface S - X. A special concern is to define
the form of the limit when E takes the shape of a "rectangle," E (ro, ac, y, 6, A). Such a shape
naturally results when evaluating an improper integral over the remaining surface using
variables in the two coordinate directions set up to describe the surface S - X, as indicated
schematically in Figs. 1 and 2:

I(ro) = lim [(o/- + J:,o+) dxc f G(ro, y(x. , xs))dx

(3)

+ xoydx . (Jo + Jf + G(ro, y(xc, xs)) dxx]

where x, and x, are fraction-of-chord and fraction-of-span coordinates. Of particular interest
is to distinguish forms that

* do not require the second double integral over the narrow open strip in equation (3);
and

* distinguish between evaluation as a Cauchy Principal Value Integral (y = a = ) or as
an improper integral.

In addition, the coordinate system defining the surface may be non-orthogonal (e.g., use of
fraction-of-chord and span-wise independent variables for a tapered wing or propeller, as
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e .x,

Fig. 2. Coordinate system and surface definition for region surrounding singular point (underlined symbols denote
vectors).

indicated in Fig. 1, is a non-orthogonal system) and hence we consider that case. A general
schematic of the local region is shown in Fig. 2. A coordinate system is assigned with the
origin at the singular point r and with two coordinates (x,, x2) in the plane tangent to the
surface at r and the third coordinate in the exterior normal direction. Base vectors for the
(contravariant) non-orthogonal system are (, e2, no), where (, e2) are unit vectors in the
tangent plane and no is the unit normal at r0 pointing into the field. A reference orthogonal
system in the tangent plane is (e,, e2). As , become large, the strip indicated in Fig. 1 is
defined. Since only a short distance in the x2 direction is required to have the integral from
that point out be of order of the strip width, we sketch , as of order of the width ( + y)
but take the limit as the width vanishes. The surface S bounding V separates a three-
dimensional space into a field of interest and an "interior" region that is not of concern. In
Fig. 2, the surface is shown convex relative to an observer in the field. The determination of
the contribution of the integral over this local region to the limiting form of the total integral
is the significant investigation described in the main body of the present work.

In general, the results are that:

(1) the limiting forms contain a contribution from the local region that doubles the
identities (this contribution is not indicated in (3)),

(2) the second integral in equation (3) need not be considered for first-degree singularities
and may be eliminated for second-degree singularities by proper choice of X,

(3) the surface integrals for vector quantities require evaluation as a generalized CPVI,
and

(4) the limiting integral expressions are not explicitly dependent upon surface curvature.

The limiting form for second-degree singularity (doublet) distributions is found to be
influenced by both the shape of the local area about the singular point and by non-
orthogonality of the surface coordinates. The limiting form of the integral contains a
component from the local region that is singular and cancels a similar singularity in the CPVI
over the remaining surface, in agreement with results first defined by Mangler [18] for line
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distributions. These results correct some presentations in the literature and may be of direct
use to investigators who require limiting expressions for matched asymptotic expansions as
well as those using panel methods and second-degree (doublet) singularities who currently
obtain velocity components from differentiation of the potential on the surface rather than
compute a consistent panel approximation.

2. Limiting forms for integrals

2.1. Equations for field values

The starting point for developing equations for field values (point r E V, r ¢ S) of scalar and
vector quantities are general identities involving two separate functions derived with the
Gauss or Green Divergence Theorem. In these equations, one sets one of the functions equal
to an appropriate derivative of the fundamental solution of the Laplace equation, 1/l r - s I,
where the denominator is the distance from the integration point to the field point. For
example, Green's Second Identity:

Jff [V2p - V2 f dV = [(pn V - n Vq] da (4)
V S

with = l/lr - sl and exclusion of a region about s = r in the field produces the
expression

r-s nVqp} iff 1 1
lim - s _ - du = -- I dVj (5)
eo J S+s-(r) I' Ir - sl 0 im Ir - sl d] (5)

where

SB is the surface of a small region B surrounding the fixed singular point r that is excluded
from Vto define V* = V - B,

qp is an arbitrary scalar that is C3 continuous at all points within V and on S bounding V,
r is the position vector of a field point within V,
s is the dummy integration variable, a C3 continuous point either within V or on the

surface S, and
n is the unit normal vector pointing from the surface into the volume.

Similarly a vector identity (See Appendix A of [7]):

$ [(n. u)v + (n x u) x v] da

= fff[u x (V x v) + v x (V x u)- v(V u) - u(V v)] dV (6)
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Fig. 3. Parallelepiped excluding singular field point (underlined symbols denote vectors).

leads to an expression for the field value of an arbitrary vector function (with v=
Vs(l/Ir -sl) = (r - s)/Ir - s3 )

lim n ,u - + (n x u)x ida.
ss Ir - s 3 I - s 3

r-s s
= -lim u - + (V x u) x r- d . (7)

E0V-B(r,.) Ir - s r - l

The vector functions need be only C2 continuous in V and on S. If B(r, E) were a spherical ball
centered at r with radius E, the surface integrals over SB can be readily evaluated (for the scalar
function see, e.g., [10], [14], [17] or [28]; for the vector function see [7]) and are found to be

s ( ... ) du = -_ j cp(r) for the scalar identity (8)
u(r) for the vector identity

The spherical surface describes a symmetrical region about r and thus defines a Cauchy
Principal Value Integral. Here we are concerned about such requirements being necessary or
only sufficient, and investigate a different shape to the region about r. This different shape
is a parallelepiped, with a right-rectangular cross-section. A sketch of this region is shown
in Fig. 3. Consider one face of the parallelepiped at a distance = from the point r and
let the two Cartesian variables of integration over the surface be (, ). The second term on
the left-hand side of the scalar equation (5) can be evaluated on this face:

J[ l V l ] du, -= d f[ | + (s ) {- r ' } ]!! nt~'Vq lr - sl das -;f, d ; ;2 &p + 

X /(a2 + + + 2) (9)

& i + fa (P 2 fl r2 dC
LT(:lr 1 ,2 dg q V1 6 \ /(OC2 + q2 + 2)

+ dq if (a 2 O(+, ) 2) (10)fl d (¢2 + 2 + C2)·
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The first integral is dominant. Let the indefinite integral be

T,,,(a) ff =~ dr dC
(11)T(l)( )+ 2 + 2)

[ ~tan-' - tan(a2+ 2 + 2) + n { 2 + 2 r + 2)} -1]
x2 +2 I + [n)

+ In [ + /(2 + 2 + 2). (12)

If a be at a finite distance from the point r and (, ) tend to zero (i.e., an end to the box
with vanishing cross-section), then

lim [T(l)(a, , ()] = 0. (13)

If a tends to zero (i.e., a side to the shrinking cross-section of the box), then

T(,)(0, , ) = lim [To(jo, , ]
0(

= r [In {( + 4((2 + //2)} _ 1] + In { + /(C2 + r12)}, (14)

To)(O0, , ) = lim [T)(- , , )] = T({)(, , ). (15)

A pair of these side walls of the parallelepiped opposite each other, one at a2 and one at - al,

have the values as the ac tend to zero:

If n 1-2 v V , I ] da + f n la V? ldas
S-2r·,· Ir -s- - --- Ir- s-d-

-= | [IT()(0' 12, C2) - T(+)(0, 12, 1) - {IT()(0, C,, C2) - T()(0, 1, 1)}]

-A [T()(0, 012, (2) - TI)(0, 12, ) - {T(1)(0, , 2) - T(l)(0, lI, )}] = 0.

(16)

Hence, when the (/, () extent of the walls is the same on both the a2 and al faces (i.e., the
parallelepiped is right), the integral is zero. Thus there is no contribution from the second
term to the value of the integral.
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For the first integral on the left-hand side of the scalar identity, an integral over the face
at = ct, yields

fS [ 1n (r - s) du = (r {(l2 (I-dl di + H.O.T.
S. Ir - s S.)

_ op~ )II(2d d _+ H.O.T.ds= q-o~(r~l)!j( 2 + 2 + 2)3/2

= -?o(rI1) [T(2 )(C, 72, C2 ) - T 2)(C, ,I, C2) - T(2)(O, 72, )

+ T(2)(a, ?11, C,)] + H.O.T. (17)

where the indefinite integral is

dCl dC
T(2)(, 7, e ) = ff (0a + C2

+ 2 )3/2

C 1 n CI
IC I l tan-'I al/(c2 + C2 + 2)

The four angles in equation (17) are additive positive quantities since r, and C1 are negative
numbers. Also the face at 5 = - 2 will produce four angles of the same sign as in equation
(17). If a were finite, then

lim [T(2)(a, , )] - 0 (18)

Hence, ends (or sides) of the parallelepiped at a finite distance from the singular point do
not contribute to the integral. If the side at = were to approach the singular point (i.e.,

- 0) then a careful summation of terms must be assembled. We consider a case such that
the sides (all six of them) are all at a distance from the point r that only the first term of the
expansion of qo is required and examine the sum of the integrals over the surface SB. On each
of the six sides of the parallelepiped, there are four arc tangents to be evaluated in equation
(17), making a total of twenty four angles to be summed for the integral. If the three angles
appropriate for each of the eight corners of the parallelepiped were collected, it is possible
to simplify the evaluation. At each vertex there are three angles:

J(c (2 + 12 + C2)l + tan-' [C 

+ tan-' qa C (19)
I /(c2 + 2 + 2) (9)

Two of these angles can be added using the relation

tan- ' (A) + tan - ' (B) = tan - ' A B ) = tan- (Q ) (20)
( -AB) a'()(0
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where Q is the inverse of the third angle in the expression for J in equation (19). Since the
sum of the two acute angles for a right triangle is 7t/2:

tan-' (Q) + tan- ' (1/Q) = r/2. (21)

Since there are eight corners, the total integral has a value

lim [ ) n I r-s 13 da = - 4rp(r) (22)

where need be only a measure of the cross-section dimensions of the parallelepiped, and
is required to be sufficiently small that only the first term in the Taylor expansion of p be
an accurate representation (on the side walls) of the scalar near r. Similar analysis for u(r)
also produces the same result found when the excluded volume is a sphere as quoted
previously.

Thus the equations of interest for our investigation include that from the scalar identity

1 (r-s nVl s 1
'p(r) = i { -sl' Ir - sl da - lim IJf V2¢ - (23)

41tLS tIFSI 3 Ir~sI~s ~- V- B(re)

And for the field value of an arbitrary vector function

1 [s -s -s
u(r) = nu + (n x u) x Ir s 3 das

-lim fff [v'u 3 + (V X U) X : 3 ]d. (24)
V-B(r,,e) Ir - SI

Equation (23) is sometimes called Green's Third Identity ([10] and [14]) and equation (24)
is attributed to Poincar6 [24] or Philips ([23] p. 199).

For some problems, including the one addressed herein, the gradient of the scalar is also
of interest and one is concerned with the following expression:

So 4r S[·i[< Jr { r 3 r-- S13]

+ lim IJ V r s d]-- (25)
V-B(r,) - si 

where B may be a sphere or parallelepiped and the gradient term is

n n.( r -s)
V _ _ - I S 3 -3 3 Ir - S - s).n.(_S13 Ir- s
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Equations (23), (24) and (25) have interpretations in terms of fluid flow quantities. In
equation (23), the first term of the surface integral is equivalent to a distribution of normally-
directed doublet singularities of local strength p(s) over the boundary and the second term
is equivalent to a distribution of sources (or sinks) of local strength n Vp over the bound-
ary. In equation (24), the first term of the surface integral is equivalent to the source
distribution of equation (23) and the second term is equivalent to a distribution of vortex
singularities of local strength (n x u) over the boundary.

The equivalence of the doublet and vortex distributions can be shown with the following
integral identity ([8], [4] and [12]):

r- sJjf {TlV, r s du = -ffq,(n x V) x drus ,

= JJ(n x V) x r s dua + ip x di (26)
s Jr - s 3 Ir s 3

where c is the boundary of S and is traversed so that n points out of the area to the left of
an observer. This integral relation shows that the doublet distribution (of strength qp) is equal
to the vortex distribution (of strength n x V) plus a line vortex (of strength p) bounding
the surface of interest (or that a uniform strength doublet distribution is equal to a line vortex
at the boundary of the region of constant strength.) Although this general expression in
equation (26) has been recently derived, the equivalent form in Cartesian coordinates for a
planar rectangular wing has long been in use (e.g., [2], and [25]).

2.2. Vector equations as the field position approaches a point on the bounding surface

Our concern is to define the explicit forms of the surface integrals in equations (24) and (25)
as r tends to r a point on the boundary of either a two-dimensional or three-dimensional
field. Initially the three-dimensional case will be considered since it is an easy matter to
convert the resulting expressions to two-dimensional ones. Specifically, we set out to define
the limit as the field point r approaches a fixed point r on the surface bounding the
three-dimensional field; i.e., we seek

lim V(p(r) = lim V(p(ro + e) Vp (ro)

or (27)

lim u(r) = lim u(ro + rie) u+( r
0)

where tr is the radius from r, + e is an arbitrary vector pointing into the field from r (e is
always in the field, that is, it never pierces the body), and the + sign is used to denote that
side of the surface approached at r. If the surface bounds another volume not of the given
field, this distinction of + is unnecessary. Distinguishing between + sides is an essential
consideration for surfaces in the field across which there is a discontinuity. As mentioned in
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the Introduction, the limiting process involved with the surface integrals of scalar function
defined in (23) has been treated by Kellogg [14] and MacMillan [17], for a circle surrounding
the singular point. A classical improper integral was identified. As shown in the Appendix,
a rectangular patch of surface about the surface point also leads to a requirement that the
evaluation be improper as opposed to a Cauchy-Principal Value Integral. In addition, the
area may be a strip with sides tending to zero rather than having the maximum dimension
vanish. In performing the limit process of equation (27), we assume both the function on the
surface and the boundary surface description are continuous and differentiable to as high an
order as required.

If r were set directly equal to r in the integrands of equations (23), (24), or (25), the
integrals would be explicitly singular. To avoid this explicit problem, we consider a limiting
process as previously stated:

(1) the surface is divided into two regions, one I about the singular point, and the other
over the remaining area S - ;

(2) in the integral over S - E (the remaining area) the field point r can be set to ro directly;
(3) to perform the integration over the region of the surface surrounding ro, approxima-

tions of both the geometry and function appropriate for small depatures from r will be
made. Once the integral is evaluated, we set 1 = 0. Next we take the limit a, y - 0, specify
that 6, be small so that a Taylor expansion is appropriate, but also take /(6, A) - 0,
y/(6, ) -+ 0 in the limit as , y tend to zero. Our notation here is that (6, ) means either
value in parentheses.

Hence if E (ro, e) is the region of S about r with characteristic dimension e, and G denotes
the singular integrand, then the limit process of equation (27) for the integral over the closed
surface S is treated as follows:

lim u(r) = lim (r) = lim [lim I + G(r , s) dus. (28)
r-ro E0 q-O 1 (ro',) S-1 (ro,F) 

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of the area subdivision into Z and S - I for a reference
system that is composed of non-dimensional coordinates for a lifting surface. The singular
point is (x,0, xRO) and the selected region Z is a strip of width 2e about the x, coordinate line
(i.e., X is bounded by xc = x 0 ±_ ). Outside this local region, the integrand is regular and
for the most part conventional integration techniques can be employed. However, as shall
be shown, the gradient of a doublet distribution has a limit that exists only as indicated in
equation (28) and the two separate integrals do not exist independently. As is evident in
Fig. 1, the x,0 and XRO coordinate lines are non-orthogonal and the following analysis will
explicitly treat such a case as well as surface curvature. However, geodesic curvature along
the x, and XR lines is not considered.

The significant effort involved in equation (28) is the integral over the region E immediately
surrounding r. Figure 2 is a sketch of such a region cut out of the surface S by a nearly
rectangular cylinder having its longitudinal axis aligned with the normal at ro. To approxi-
mate the region indicated in Fig. 1, the dimensions and 6 are arbitrarily large, and the
dimensions a and y are both equal to e.

In Fig. 2, the (x,, x2) plane is tangent to the surface at ro. The unit vectors e1 and e2 are
orthogonal, and e is in the direction of the variable x,. The angle between e and e, is co. As
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shown, the surface is convex at r0 when viewed from the field. The exterior normal to I at
r0 is no and the x3 coordinate is in the no direction. In general, the x3 coordinate of the patch
of surface is

X3 = -Z(xl, x2) = - + 2a 1 21 + + R2 + (29)

where R. is the radius of curvature of the surface in the x2 = 0 plane, R2 is the radius of
curvature of the surface in the x, = 0 plane, and a2 depends upon the surface definition.
Hence, for the non-orthogonal coordinates (x,, x 2, x3), one has

s = r0 + so -Zn = ro + x + x2e2 - ZnO (30)

and

r = r0 + /e (31)

where

e = cos co el - sin coe2, (32)

sO(xl, x2) = x, + x2 e2 = o[cos e + sin 0e 2] (33)

= Q[cos O/cos ow + (sin 0 + cos 0 tan co)e 2], (34)

e = cos ano + sin a(cos fBel + sin /fe2)

= cos on0 + sin a [cos fl/cos cog + (sin fi + cos tan co)e 2]. (35)

The elemental vector area of integration is

ndca = Ndxldx2

where

as Os
N =- a x a- (36)

= cos cno + (X + a 2 x2 ) [a 2 X + 2 + sin co (al 2 x2 + )no x.

(37)

An examination of the integrands in equations (23), (24) and (25) shows there are three
separate expressions to consider:

I, = ddx H dx2N VF r - (38)
I r -- S13'
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2 = dx dx2 (N x VF) x (39)
f% Js~Ir -- sI3 '

13 = dx, dx2 FVr N (r -s)13 (40)

= dx, dx2 (N x VF) x r s + Fr s x d1s
I- - SI' Jr sI

= I2 + I4

where c bounds , and

Jr - s
I4 = Fr sl3 x dis. (41)

In the following we shall consider I,, 12 and I4 as the three integrals to evaluate although we
have also performed the analysis on 13 directly. The advantage of treating 14 is that q can be
set to zero immediately (i.e., r = ro in 14).

We first evaluate the 14 integral, since it is simplest and produces the most interesting
result. For this integral, the contributions from the x2 = or x2 = - 6 portions of the curve
bounding the region will vanish in the limit as a and y tend to zero. An expansion of F about
ro is

F(r) = F(ro) + (s - ro) VFI,r + * (42)

Along the side x, = a,

dl =- dx2 = [e2 - (x2/R 2 + a 2o)n] dx2 + (43)
OX2 = a

and along the side x, = -y,

as
dl = - x = - y dx 2 = - [ e 2 - (x2 /R 2 - al2y)n] dx2 + (44)

and the integration is from -6 to A for both terms. Hence

14 = F(ro) J_ [K(ro , a, x2)- K(ro, -y, x2)] dx 2

+ VF- e f; [OcK(ro, c, x2) + yK(ro, -y, x2)] dx2

+ VF- e2 i-, X2 [K(rO,, , 2) - K(ro, , x2)] dx2

- VF n f' [Z(a, x2)K(ro, , 2 ) - Z(-y, x2)K(ro, -y, x2)] dx2 + · · ·
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where

ro O-S(Xl, x2) as(xl, x2)
K(ro, XI, x2) = ro - sl3 x2) x 2 (46)

Ir -- s3SI

rO- s(x,, x2) = -xle - x2e2 + Zn0 .

In the denominator, I r - s I can be approximated by I r - so , where so = r + x, + x2e2

is the position vector of a point on the tangent plane rather than of a point on the actual
surface. The difference between these two surfaces is Z, a second-order term, see Kellogg
([14] p. 150) and MacMillan ([17] pp. 169-170). The integrations required in equation (45)
are straightforward but tedious. Indefinite integrals listed in the following table are for the
non-orthogonal coordinate system and differ slightly from a similar table for orthogonal
coordinates although the final result for I4 is identical. The total integral can be constructed
from the following elementary integrals:

r~(,,, __ _(X _ __ _ dx_ (47)
M('l)(x, x2) = f [A(xl)x 2 + B(xl)x 2 + C(xI)] 2

2

where

A(x,) = 1 + O(xi), B(xl) = -2 sin ox + O(x), C(xl) = x2 + O(x),

for which

sign (x2)

tan o 1
Ml)(XIl, x 2) = t sign (x2 )-- + O(x,),

xl cos Wo Ix2

M2)(x, ) - M21)(xl, _6) =2(2sin 2 ) + In + O(,)
COS2 ( X: COS2 2D

Mg)(x, 2) - M)(xl, -- 6) = (2 - 6) + O(x, In x),

M(4)(xl, ) - M4)(x,, -6) = (22 + 62) + O(x 1 In x,).

When the results are combined, the value of I4 as a - 0 and y - 0 is obtained from M,),
M~l ), and M(2):

2 2,) no 1 ln:]
lim I( + - n - e1 F(r ). (48)
2.7-0 aY Y cos o R2 Y 
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Hence, it is convenient to take y = so that the second term within brackets in (48)
vanishes, leaving

4n_ F(r),lrm 14 - - 4 Fr)(49)
CE0 E COs CO

and no contribution from surface curvature arises but an effect of non-orthogonality is
present. If the ends at x2 = - , were at 3 = = , then a different limit would be found.
For X a near square ( = i = y = = , o # 0) we find

lim 14 - 2/2[/(1 + sin co) + /(1 - sin o)]no F(ro). (50)
.-O E COS C(

For E a local area of dimension + about both coordinate lines crossing at the point r at
an angle n7/2 + co:

lim 14 - 8 - 22[/(1 + sin co) + /(1 - sin co)]no F(r0 ). (50)2
F_O E COS co

For an orthogonal coordinate system, Brockett ([4], pp. 26-27) gives for the case that is
a circle:

lim 14 - - m F(r0 ) (50)3
,-0 E

All four of these values (equations 49 and 50) are obviously singular in the limit as E tends
to zero but cancel similar terms that arise in the integral over S - . The final result for p
is independent of ; but care must be taken to consistently define E. Equations (50) are
non-orthogonal generalizations of Brockett's results.

The evaluation of I, and I2 is more complicated than I4 and involves evaluation of the
integral and taking the limit as ? tends to zero before taking the limit as O and y tend to zero.
The denominator can again be approximated as r - so = ie - - x2 e2. There result
elementary definite integrals with values that can be listed:

)lim _ dx2]}
(2 ·lir [i dx [X + B()x + C(x)]3 2 (51)

where

B(x,) = -2 sin co x, - 2 sin a sin /,

C(x1 ) = x + r2 - 2rxl sin a cos (f + co),

for which

(2) i COS C27Cr
COS o COS 
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cos p tan w + sin 0
M(2) = 27r tan + 2 coS O)

M2= 2tana + 2In-,

M(2) 2 = MM2 = 0.

Values of M(2) with m, n > 2 are zero. The final assembled expression contains In (/y) so
that again the equality of a and y is a convenient selection for unambiguous values. Thus

lim (I,) = cos cono VF(ro) [M(21)e - M - M(2)e 2 + 0()]

= 27r[no VF(ro)]n0 (with a = ), (52)

lim (12) = cos co[n x VF(ro)] x [?M(2e - M - M2)e 2 + O(1)]
a,y-O

= 27r[VF(r) - no * VF(ro)n0 ] (with a = y). (53)

For the sum of I, + I2, with a = = e, we have the local contribution

47r
liM (I + 12) = VF(ro). (54).-0 2

Other shapes for I (i.e., the square, circle and cross) give identical results. Note an absence
of either curvature or explicit local dimensions. It may be that only some aspect of symmetry
is appropriate to define an unambiguous value of the integral. Based on the limit for the
rectangular region, one has ease of numerical computation by excluding a strip of half width
e about the coordinate line of interest, as shown in Figure 1.

Collecting the expressions derived, we have the following practical fundamental forms for
three-dimensional fields that are both irrotational and solenoidal (i.e., the volume integral
need not be considered):

1 lim C pn - ' - S n " V9 du, + (p(r.),
cp(ro) =-

() 47r E.--mO 5Is {on1I r0 - SI3' Iro i 2 0)

u(r) = lim nu ro + (n x u) x ro s 3 da + ½u(r),47r z -o Io I' sI'
Ist f 1 r,-s~~~~~~~~(55)

V(q(ro) = {lim n - s
4r ~.o I _ s13 VI o

n n (r0 - S) (r-s) n(r)p(r)
ro-s - 3 dr-sl-I V(ro)_ ( 13n o - S Cos

where is a strip of width 2 along one coordinate axis passing through r0.
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Two-dimensional expressions can be obtained by extending the spanwise direction (say x2,
since A and are large) to an infinite but unchanging extent, putting wo = 0, and integrating
over the spanwise variable. For the gradient of the scalar this procedure results in the
expression for two-dimensional fields:

2n E'O --Y I T 2n r0 - s4 s) d s
Vq(r°) m, r _S12 2r-s 4) (ros))jdl

- 2 p(ro)n(ro) + V(r 0 ) (56)

where 0Y is a arc length 2 wide centered at the singular point r.
Thus for a distribution of only doublets along a straight line from a to b, the normal

component of the integral reduces to the classical expression [18] for a second-order
singularity:

I(Xo) = lim [(jo +, + ) F() d 2 F- 1 (57)-0+fa IX+Exo - 12

A form first defined by Mangler [18] and suggested for use by Ashley and Landahl [2].

2.3. Gradient of potential as volume excluding surface point vanishes

A second approach to find a limiting form as r approaches r, as described in the introduc-
tion, is to exclude the singular point on the boundary from the field and determine the limit
as the excluding volume tends to zero. This approach is particularly simple when the
excluded volume is a portion of a sphere centered at the singular point r on the boundary.
The equation for the gradient of the potential has no singularities when r0 is not within or
on S* (S* tends to S as a limit to be defined) and the value of the integral over the closed
surface S*:

0 = {I r - 3 t (r( -s )} + n V 1 du. (58)

Let H denote the portion of the surface of the sphere of radius e centered at ro that is within
V (see Fig. 4), and E the region of S interior to H. The boundary of E and H is common.
Then

S* = S - X + H. (59)

And as the radius e -* 0, S* - S, and S - X tends to the area excluding a circle of radius
E centered at ro. The significant computation is that over the near hemisphere H. We use the
same spherical polar coordinate system defined in Fig. 2, but now the local area is different.
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no

s aca-o(E)

Fig. 4. Cross section of excluded volume centered at a point on the boundary (underlined symbols denote vectors).

The near hemisphere H is defined with spherical coordinates (, a, ) where

0 < < 2r, 0 < a < 7r/2 + Aa,

Au = tan-' [Z(E cos Aa, /f)/(E cos Au)] (60)

= IE (cos 2 B/RI + a12 sin ,B cos + sin2 fl/R 2) + 0(82).

For integration over the surface H we have

ro- s = -en = -E (cos ano + sin ae), (61)

da = 2 sin ad d, (62)

and

(p(r)IH = ((ro) + n'V(oPro + O(2)

= qp(ro) + e [no V( Iro cos a + e(fl) Vp Iro sin e] + O(e2). (63)

The integrand of the gradient terms in the expansion of ¢( on the surface produces a term
that is - 2Vp(ro), as expected. Since there is nothing new we do not present the computa-
tions. The interesting contribution is that involving Tp(ro), resulting from an integration over
H:

J = lim Lcp(ro) J { n 3 n (ro - s) (ro s)j da] (64)

= lim [q(ro) f02 dl Jf/ 2 { n - 3 n sin a da

= -2qp(ro) lim f[ d/f O/21 n sin du]
F-0Is 
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= -2(ro) lim fr df go/ cos an + sin ae,) sin a da]

= 2(ro) lim [l2 d3 {½ sin 2 ano + (I - sin 2a)e} I~/2E+Aa]

= - 2(ro) lim [ f {2 no + ( - Aa)e + O(A2) d]1

= -2(ro) lim -! Jo Aaef d: + O()1

= -(ro) lim 27n + 0(8)] (65)

This is the same as the last line of equations (50) and gives an equation for Vp(ro):

I F n n(ro - s)(r
½Vqo(ro) = lim 3 - sI ro- s) ds

- 2r n040o + n r V r -s13 das1 (66)

which is similar to the case for a rectangular region about ro quoted in (55) except that a
different multiple of the local singularity 1/8 must be subtracted from the first integral to
obtain a finite value, i.e., if (49) and (50) be KEF(ro)/e, KE depends on S. Finally we note that
the limiting processes described in (1) and (2) give the same result for this case.

3. Discussion

The significant effort presented is the evaluation of the integral over the local region
surrounding the singular point in the field or on the body surface. The limiting expression
found for scalar and vector identities demonstrates that the scalar (i.e., Green's Third)
identity can be computed from the equations derived if only the area of the region excluding
the singular point tends to zero. For the vector identities, symmetry as the local region
vanishes must be prescribed for unambiguous evaluations.

In the limiting process we assumed that the surface separated a field of interest from a field
that was not of concern. Many cases are of this kind but some surfaces are infinitesimally
thin (i.e., the shed vortex sheet behind wings) and have a slightly different limit form. For
such thin sheets it is easily seen that point value of the variable in the local contribution
is replaced by the difference of the potential or vector across the sheet: p+ - cp-,

V(p + - p-), or u* - u-. Thus the integral produces the mean value on the sheet:
1(qp+ + + - ), etc.
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The gradient of the scalar equation has a singularity in the remaining integral that is
cancelled with a contribution derived from the evaluation of the integral over the local region
about the singular point. This remaining singularity depends upon the shape of the local
region. To illustrate this cancellation, we present the following example that is the computa-
tion of the self-induced velocity for a rectangular panel over which doublets are distributed.
Evaluation over the remaining integral is described and the cancellation relative to the local
contribution is demonstrated for two definitions of the local area.

Example: Consider a rectangular patch of surface that is planar and across which there is
a distribution of doublets having a constant plus linear variation in strength. Then the
normal component of the gradient of q is

w.(ro) = no V = im [J 1 E ] (67)

Construct a coordinate system (x,, x2) aligned with the edges of the patch and centered at
r0, and take the doublet singularity strength as p(s) = 4(1 + x,), then

w. = lim {(f-dXl + dxl) d (1 + x 1
) dx 2

_C dxE .f [x2 + X2]312

+ dx, (_- dx 2 + dx2 [x + x2]3/ 2 - KJ}

= lim {1 + 2 -K } (68)

where

K: = r4/2 if =6 = 

4 if E/i, /6 - O0 as e - 0

The three indefinite integrals involved with computation of I, and 12 are

dx2 x2
ni(xl, 2) = [X2 + X2213/2 - xl2(X2 + X2)'

z(x 1, ~X2) = n dx, _ (x + x (69)
n2(x x2 = x2 X + x x2 'X2

23(x 1,x 2) = x- X2 InX X21 + (x2 + x2)xI-/(x + X) I x21 I I
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The first definite integral I,, over the area S minus the strip x = + E becomes

I,(a, b, c, d, ) =_(x(b
2 + d2) 1(a2 + d2) 1(b2 + c2) J(a2 + c2)) 4db da cb + ca 

+ I d + ,I(a2 + d 2) bl + I c + /(a 2 + c2) b

d+ (b 2 + d2) c + (b + c 2) J

Similarly, for the integral over the strip of width + about x, = 0:

I2 (a, b, c, d, ) 4 x(2 + ) x2(62 + 2)
2(a, b, c, d, ) = - + 2 + 2 +8 H.O.T.

-- 4 2 (1 + 2/2) + 2 (1 + e21 2)- - 2- + + 2 + H.O.T. (71)8 8 8

Hence if e/2 and /65 tend to zero as - 0, for which the local region X excluded in the
integral is the strip of width + about x = 0:

I2 (a, b, c, d, e) = 0 (72)

and if e/ = /6 = 1, then a square about the singular point x, = = 0 defines the
excluded region and

I2(a, b, c, d, ) = - + 4/2(73)

The two cases are distinct conceptually but in either case, when the appropriate limit for the
local region, Kz, is included, the 0(1/e) terms cancel and, in the limit as e tends to zero, the
integral becomes the unambiguous value

4
w,(a, b, c, d) = Il (a, b, c, d, ) - -

((b2 + d2 ) ± (a 2 + d2 ) (b2 + c2 ) +(a 2 + C2 ))
db da cb ca

+ ln rd + (a 2 + d2 ) bl + I c + /(a 2 + c 2)b
Ld + (b2 + d2) Jc + (b2 + c2) a 

which is a negative number arising from a special integration of a positive integrand.
For the two-dimensional case, c and d -* oo and there results an expression easily seen to

be equivalent to concentrated vortices of strength p = 4r(1 + x,) located at each end of
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the interval, plus a correction (the log term) for a non-centered origin:

w + +- + + 2 In (b/a)
b a a

(75)= -(b- + 2) + 2 In (b/a). (75)

Thus, the presence of a singularity in the remaining integral term is explicitly derived and
subtraction of the appropriate local term, K /E, removes it. In both the evaluation of the
local contribution and the integral over the remaining surface integral, a dependence on the
shape of the region about the singular point occurs. Also it is evident that the CPVI value
is the same as would be obtained if the singularity were ignored for a known indefinite
integral. Mangler [18] showed that such results are generally true for one-dimensional line
integrals, provided logarithms are computed with the absolute value of the argument.
However, one must be careful in interpretation of this statement since a local contribution
still doubles the integral value.

4. Summary

Expressions for integrals of surface distributions of singularity elements (source, vortex, and
dipole) when a field point is a point on the surface bounding the field are derived using two
different limiting processes:

* The spatial region about a point on the boundary is excluded from the field of interest,
with the point on the surface contained within the excluded local volume. The integral form
results as the excluded volume tends to zero.

* The surface is subdivided into a local region about the point on the boundary and the
remaining surface. The field point approaches the boundary point.

For the integral over the remaining area, the field point can be set to the boundary point
directly, since no singularity explicitly occurs. The integration over the local region is
specifically evaluated in the work presented, producing both a doubling of the identities and
restrictions on the local shape. The final form of the expression is one for which the local
surface region is excluded. Of particular practical interest is the case that the local region is
a narrow strip about one of the corrdinate lines (say the spanwise variable) in a reference
frame for the surface definition, requiring that only the chordwise integral be addressed with
specific analysis for a singularity. For a local area in the shape of such a strip, the remaining
integral for the scalar potential identity is improper (only the area need go to zero), but for
the vector identities it is a generalized Cauchy Principal-Value Integral (with a strip of width
+± about one of the coordinate lines, as shown in Fig. 1, tending to zero). On sheet
discontinuities in the field, the CPVI defines mean values of the dependent variable of the
identities.

Limit expressions for the integral identities are given in equation (55). Since there is often
concern with integrals of only a single type of singularity element, we list here limiting values
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for them, where a is the scalar source strength, y the vector vortex strength, and # the scalar
dipole strength:

u (ro) = a(ro)n(ro) + a ds ,
4irS Iro - SI'

uT(ro) = 2y(ro) X n(ro) +IY X ro -3 76s
- rj r0I ro - S 3' (76)

w (ro) = (n x V) X niro

+ lim n 3 n (ro - s) d (ro- )] ds-K. }
+ 47r E 0 I O I rIr - ' I 0

where K. is derived from, and has a value dependent on, the shape of the symmetrical local
region excluded with the notation i(-) defined to be the integral over S - as I vanishes.
For a strip of width + about a coordinate line that is one of a pair of non-orthogonal
coordinates used to describe the surface, K. = 4/cos co, where co is the depature by the
coordinate line from a perpendicular to the strip. For vector equations with the second-
degree singularity elements (i.e., doublets), the limiting form specifically depends on the
shape of the local area about the point, but the final combined (i.e., local and remaining
integral) evaluation is independent of the local shape, as demonstrated in an example
computation for a plane rectangular surface. The example also demonstrates the cancella-
tion of singularities within the limiting process that defines the integral.

For the vector quantities involving integrands with a first-degree (i.e., source and vortex
elements) singularity at a point on the surface, the limiting form for the integral is the same
for a circle, square, cross or rectangular local area. Hence it may be that any local region
with symmetry about an axis through the singular point will give the same result.

Two-dimensional forms may be obtained by a spanwise integration.
The equations and perspective presented herein describe limiting expressions that may be

addressed for numerical analysis. It is assumed that they exist for a rather broad class of
problems that satisfy the continuity conditions specified for equations (5) and (7).

Appendix

Limiting value of p(r) as r -- r0 E S for the Scalar (Green's Third) Identity

For simplicity, take the surface X to be a planar rectangular patch described with orthogonal
coordinates so - r0 = (xl, x2) as shown in Fig. 5. The integration over a vanishing I is:

I =li {lim 1 J [ n (r- sO) + n Vp d (77)
ey o e r (ray) [ nr - so'3 Jr - Sol

where

r -so = cos a no + ( sin a cos f - x)e, + ( sin a sin - x2 )e 2,
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e - cosa n0 + slno(cosp e1 + sinp 2)
I

X22

A ' x U I I z -

Fig. 5. Planar approximation of surface surrounding a singular point on boundary (underlined symbols denote
vectors).

n (r-so) = q cos a,

(p = (p(ro) + (So - ro) VOp(ro) + ' 

= qp(ro) Vp el) + x(2 (V(p e2)0 + ,

n'Vqp = pn = (PnO + (So - r) (Vp,)o +"'

= Pn + Xl (VPn' el)O + x2(Vq(pN e2 )0 +· · ·

Let

(X1 )m (X2 )n

= [lim dx [x22 + Bx2 + C]3/2 (78)

where

B = --2 sinasin , C = x 2 + /2 _ 2tx, sin a cos /.

Values for D(n2n are the same as for Mm2) with co = 0:

27r
DO = D(2) = 27r tan a sin , D(2 = 2nr tan a cos , + 2 In -.

(2) ?Cos a 

Thus the first term on the right-hand side of I is

lim [ ,(r°) (,1 cos)D = (ro) (79)
1o _ 4r (2 2)
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For the second term on the right-hand side of I, let

D(Xi ( xl) m( dx2 = lm im -| dx' f; (Xl)m(x2) 
,nO O Ir (Xy O so d = l- (X2 + Bx2 + C) d

= 0 form = 0, 1,2,...,n = 0, 1,2,....

Hence

= (r) 27 (80)
4= cos a -- - 2½(r0).

47r ? cos a

Thus there is not a requirement on symmetry of E to define this value and the result is
obtained as a classical improper integral. The local boundaries )L and may be arbitrarily
large relative to a and y. This evaluation of the integral over the local area is included in
equation (55).
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